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ABSTRACT
To support clients with diverse capabilities,
ISO/IEC MPEG and ITU-T form a Joint Video
Team (JVT) to develop a scalable video coding
(SVC) technology that uses single bitstream to
provide multiple spatial, temporal, and quality
(SNR) resolutions, thus satisfying low-complexity
and low-delay constraints. It is an amendment of
the emerging standard H.264/AVC and it provides an H.264/AVC-compatible base layer and
a fully scalable enhancement layer, which can be
truncated and extracted on-the-fly to obtain a
preferred spatio-temporal and quality resolution.
An overview of the adopted key technologies in
the SVC and a comparison in coding efficiency
with H.264/AVC are presented.

INTRODUCTION
To achieve flexible visual content adaptation for
multimedia communications, the ISO/IEC
MPEG and ITU-T VCEG form the Joint Video
Team (JVT) to develop a scalable video coding
(SVC) amendment for the H.264/AVC standard
[1–3]. With worldwide industrial support, it is in
the Committee Draft stage and will be elevated
to Final Draft International Standard in January
2007. The SVC can be used for various applications such as multiresolution content analysis,
content adaptation, complexity adaptation, and
bandwidth adaptation. For example, when the
video is transported over error-prone channels
with fluctuated bandwidth for Internet or wireless visual communications, the clients, consisting of various devices, require different
processing power and spatio-temporal resolutions. To serve diversified clients over heterogeneous networks, the SVC allows on-the-fly
adaptation in the spatio-temporal and quality
dimensions according to the network conditions
and receiver capabilities. During transmission,
the server or router truncates the bitstream to
match the available bandwidth. Moreover, the
client can skip parts of the received bitstream to
match its capability in execution cycles and display dimension.
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Figure 1 illustrates an application scenario
for SVC. In Fig. 1a, the system contains three
devices, including server, router, and wireless
access point with different connection speeds.
Multiple clients are connected to the networks.
The SVC bitstream has:
• Two spatial resolutions: Common Intermediate Format (CIF, 352 × 288) and Four
CIF (4CIF, 704 × 576)
• Three temporal resolutions: 60 frames/s, 30
frames/s, and 15 frames/s
• Three signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) layers for
each spatial resolution
Figure 1b shows the bitstream structure for each
connection. The bitstream consists of multiple
pictures and each picture contains several spatial
and quality resolutions. Initially, the video server
retains only the first three SNR layers at the CIF
resolution and the first and part of the second
SNR layers at the 4CIF resolution to match the
4 Mb/s bandwidth between the video server and
the router. To match the 3 Mb/s bandwidth
between the router and the wireless access point,
the router discards the bitstream for the second
SNR layer at the 4CIF resolution and the additional temporal resolutions for 60 frames/s. Similarly, the two wireless clients of lower complexity
and display resolution are supported with further
truncation. The spatio-temporal pyramid is illustrated in Fig. 1c.
While SVC enjoys flexible bitstream adaptation, it comes with loss of coding efficiency. SVC
addresses this issue with several new techniques:
• A hierarchical-B structure is used to support multilevel temporal scalability.
• Adaptive interlayer prediction techniques,
including intratexture, motion, and residue
predictions, are used to exploit correlations
among spatial and SNR coding layers.
• The enhancement layer information is used
in the prediction loops to exploit temporal
redundancy while the leaky prediction technique can reduce the associated drifting
error.
• The context adaptive entropy coding and
the cyclic block coding result in improved
coding efficiency and subjective quality.
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■ Figure 1. An example of SVC: a) application scenario; b) bitstream extraction; c) the decoded video.

• The embedded bit plane coding technique
enables fine granularity scalability (FGS).
In this article we provide an overview of these
technologies and a comparison of coding efficiency between H.264/AVC and SVC. The technical novelty as compared to the MPEG-2/4
standards is also described. The rest of this arti-
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cle is organized as follows. We describe the
encoder structure of SVC. We then examine
temporal, SNR, and spatial scalability. We then
illustrate the ongoing interlaced representation
and bit-stream adaptation. The coding efficiency
between nonscalable H.264/AVC and SVC is
compared, followed by the concluding remarks.
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■ Figure 2. SVC encoder structure with three spatial/SNR layers.

OVERALL ENCODER STRUCTURE

1

In this article we use
“SNR layer” instead of
“quality layer” to indicate
layers at the same resolution but with different
quality. This is to prevent
ambiguity with the quality
layer technique used for
bitstream adaptation,
which is described
subsequently.
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In this section we present an overview of the
encoder structure of SVC. The SVC encodes the
video into multiple spatial, temporal, and SNR
layers1 for combined scalability. Figure 2 shows
the generic structure of an SVC encoder with
three spatial layers (or SNR layers). Each layer
is encoded with separated encoders, as shown in
the dotted boxes of Fig. 2. The input video is
spatially decimated to support multiple spatial
resolutions.
For each spatial layer (or SNR layer), the
prediction comes from either spatially up-sampled lower layer picture or temporally neighboring pictures at the same layer. Since the
information of different layers contains correlations, an interlayer prediction scheme reuses the
texture, motion, and residue information of the
lower layers to improve the coding efficiency at
the enhancement layer. The prediction module
needs to interpolate when a layer is up-sampled
to different spatial resolution. SVC supports a
nondyadic spatial resolution ratio among spatial
layers. Temporal prediction utilizes the hierarchical-B structure [5] to support multilevel temporal scalability. The motion-compensated
temporal filtering (MCTF) structure can be used
as a preprocessing tool for better coding efficiency. The two prediction structures are illustrated in Fig. 3; more detail is described in the
next section.
After the prediction module, the residues of
each spatial layer (or SNR layer) are entropy
encoded with either an embedded coder for

FGS, or a nonscalable encoder for coarse granularity scalability (CGS). However, the entropy
coding is restricted to nonscalable mode when
it is the first SNR layer within a spatial layer.
The bitstreams from all spatial or SNR layers
are then combined to form the final SVC bitstream. The SVC bitstream can be stored in a
server and adapted on-the-fly according to the
network conditions or client capabilities, as
shown in Fig. 1. In the following sections, we
will describe the detail for temporal, SNR, and
spatial scalability.

TEMPORAL SCALABILITY
Temporal scalability is a technique that allows
single bitstream to support multiple frame rates.
It is typically supported with a predetermined
temporal prediction structure as defined by the
standard. In MPEG-2/4, temporal scalability is
achieved by the well-known “IBBP” prediction
structure. Up to three frame rates are supported
by decoding I-pictures only, both I- and P-pictures, or all of the I-, P-, and B-pictures, respectively. In the H.264/AVC and SVC, more levels
are possible with hierarchical B-pictures, and
MCTF can be used as a preprocessing tool for
better coding efficiency.

MOTION-COMPENSATED TEMPORAL FILTERING
MCTF is a temporal decomposition technique
that adaptively performs the wavelet decomposition and reconstruction along the motion trajectory using Haar and 5/3 wavelets, which can be
implemented with lifting schemes with only one
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prediction/update step. Particularly, the lifting
scheme of 5/3 wavelet is realized by traditional
bidirectional prediction. In Fig. 3a, layer 3 contains full resolution and the 5/3 wavelet is used
for most predictions. For temporal decomposition, the odd-indexed pictures are predicted
from the adjacent even-indexed pictures to produce the high-pass pictures. The even-indexed
pictures are updated to generate low-pass pictures using combination of the adjacent highpass pictures.
When the Haar wavelet is selected, the unidirectional prediction is formed. As illustrated in
Fig. 3a, the selected prediction and update paths
of Picture 3 can be removed. The unidirectional
prediction can be either forward or backward.
The selection of uni/bidirectional prediction (i.e.,
the selection of Haar and 5/3 wavelet) is adaptive for each block. To remove the temporal
redundancy, motion compensation is conducted
before the prediction and update steps.
For temporal scalability of multiple levels,
wavelet decomposition is recursively applied on
the low-pass pictures of different layers. Using n
decomposition stages, up to n levels of temporal
scalability can be achieved. The video of lower
frame rate consists of the low-pass pictures at
lower layer. After the decomposition, the lowpass picture in layer 0 and the .high-pass pictures in the other layers are encoded in the
bitstream.
The MCTF structure requires memory buffer
and coding delay equal to the whole GOP size.
To reduce complexity, some backward prediction/update path can be removed. As illustrated
in Fig. 3, removal of the selected prediction/
update paths reduces the memory requirement
and coding delay to half (or a quarter) of the
GOP size. More detailed discussion on MCTF is
available in [6].

HIERARCHICAL-B STRUCTURE
In MCTF, the original pictures are employed for
prediction leading to an open-loop control. With
such a control, the encoder provides better prediction, since original pictures has higher quality.
However, it causes mismatch error between the
encoder and decoder due to quantization error.
Furthermore, the update step doubles the complexity and increases memory requirement.
To investigate the performance of loop control and justify the complexity increase of the
update step, several studies have shown that
the closed-loop structure without update step
outperforms the open-loop MCTF structure in
most testing conditions [5]. The update step
can be replaced by a simpler preprocessed
noise reduction filter and it can be disabled at
the decoder side without significant subjective
quality degradation. However, the update step
at the encoder side does reduce the quality
variation of decoded pictures. After these studies, a closed-loop control at encoder side
replaces the open-loop control and the update
step is now removed from the normative parts
of SVC. This new temporal decomposition
structure is known as “hierarchical-B” or “pyramid-B” prediction structure, as shown in Fig.
3b. To support closed-loop encoding, the pictures at lower layers are encoded first such that
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■ Figure 3. Temporal decomposition: a) MCTP prediction structure; b)
hiearchical-B prediction structure.
the pictures at higher layers can refer to the
reconstructed pictures at lower layers. Another
advantage is that such a prediction scheme is
already supported by the syntax of H.264/AVC
[1]. Comparing to the “IBBP” structure, the
hierarchical-B structure has better coding efficiency using more efficient frame level bit allocation, especially for sequences with fine
texture and regular motion. To reduce the
memory requirement and coding delay, similar
concept used in MCTF can be applied to hierarchical-B structure.

SNR SCALABILITY
SNR scalability consists of CGS and FGS. The
former encodes the transform coefficients in a
nonscalable way while the latter can be truncated at any location.

COARSE GRAIN SCALABILITY
The CGS layer data can only be decoded as an
integral part. Similar technique exists in the
MPEG-2 SNR Scalable Profile. In MPEG-2, the
decoder contains only one prediction loop and
one motion vector set, both the base and
enhancement layer information are used for prediction. The encoder can use either both layers
or only base layer in the prediction loop. The
former approach enjoys high coding efficiency
when both layers are received, but it suffers
from drift when only the base layer is received.
The latter approach has better performance
when only base layer is received.
In SVC, there are several new techniques to
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address these issues found in MPEG-2. For
example, each CGS layer has separate motion
vectors and temporal prediction mode. It solves
the drift problem and allows individual optimization for each layer. As discussed below, the
interlayer prediction exploits redundancy from
lower layers. Spatial interpolation is unnecessary
as all layers have identical resolution.

FINE GRAIN SCALABILITY
The FGS layer arranges the transform coefficients
as an embedded bitstream enabling truncation at
any arbitrary point. The FGS technique was first
standardized in MPEG-4. However, the enhancement layer is intracoded to prevent drifting error
should the enhancement layer be corrupted. The
enhancement layer is encoded with Huffman
code, while both context adaptive method and
arithmetic coding are not considered.
In SVC FGS, the enhancement layer information is used to improve the temporal prediction. The drift problem is alleviated with leaky
prediction and the hierarchical prediction structure, as discussed above. For the FGS encoding,
there are three cyclical techniques, including
normal, vector, and group modes, to achieve
embedded representation and improve visual
quality. The transform coefficients are represented by significance and refinement symbols in
zigzag order. Each symbol is assigned with a
scanning position according to its location in
zigzag order. Then, symbols from different
blocks are coded in a cyclical manner based on
their scanning positions.
The significance symbol records the significance and insignificance of each coefficient.
Each significance symbol contains an end-ofblock and a “significance run” followed by a
significant coefficient. The end-of-block signals
whether the last significant coefficient of a
block is reached or not. Accordingly, in zigzag
order, the significance run indicates the
insignificant coefficients between two significant ones in the current layer. For a significance symbol, its scanning position is the zigzag
index where the significance run starts. The
refinement symbol denotes the refinement
magnitude of –1 to +1 for coefficient that was
significant in the subordinate layers. Similarly,
for a refinement symbol, its scanning position
is the zigzag index where the significant coefficient is refined.
In cyclical coding, different types of symbols
are jointly coded in multiple cycles. In the normal mode, the symbols from different blocks
with scanning positions set to the cycle number
are coded in a cycle. However, in vector and
group modes, the symbols coded in a block must
reach a specified scanning index before the next
block is enabled for encoding. In the vector
mode, the scanning indices to be reached for different cycles are coded by a vector in the picture
parameter set. In the group mode, the syntax
groupingSizeMinus1 defines the number of scanning positions in a coding cycle. When the
enhancement layer is truncated, the normal
mode provides more uniform quality for different blocks. Both the vector and group modes
reduce memory access. Each symbol is coded by
Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding

(CABAC) or Context Adaptive Variable Length
Code (CAVLC).
Besides using different cyclical modes and
entropy coders, each FGS slice provides motion
refinement flag to select prediction process.
When this flag is set to 0, the motion information is not refined and the FGS layer reuses
the motion of the previous SNR layer and successively refines the residue of the previous
SNR layer. When the flag is set to 1, it has its
own motion and the residue is adaptively predicted from the previous SNR layer. The
motion refinement provides up to 1 dB gain,
which enables FGS to provide similar performance as CGS.

ADAPTIVE REFERENCE FGS
In the hierarchical-B structure described above,
the key pictures get temporal prediction only
from the base layer of the previously coded key
pictures, but the nonkey pictures include both
the base and SNR enhancement layers for temporal prediction. Since the base layer has low bit
rate and thus poor quality, the key pictures generally have poor prediction efficiency. To
improve coding efficiency, the prediction of key
pictures should incorporate the SNR enhancement layers. However, drift occurs when the
enhancement layer is truncated. The same problem also exists in the nonkey pictures, but the
hierarchical-B structure significantly constrains
the length of the prediction path and propagation of drift. The drift problem of key pictures
was also extensively discussed during the development of MPEG-4 FGS [7]. In MPEG-4 FGS,
the enhancement layer is only predicted from
the base layer with poor quality, leading to poor
coding efficiency. Several works employ the
enhancement layer for prediction with various
drift control mechanism [8, 9]. In particular,
robust FGS (RFGS) [9] uses leaky prediction to
improve coding efficiency while constraining
drifting errors. The prediction from the enhancement layer is multiplied by a leaky factor, which
is smaller than one, in each prediction loop.
When the predicted data from the enhancement
layer are truncated, the drift is decayed by the
leaky factor in each prediction loop leading to 3
to 4 dB improvement [9]. The stack robust FGS
(SRFGS) further incorporates multiple prediction loops to improve R-D performance over a
wide range of bit rates [10].
In SVC the adaptive reference FGS (ARFGS)
approach adaptively selects the leaky factor at
transform coefficient level for improving the coding efficiency of key pictures. The ARFGS prediction process is performed in the transform
domain. For each coefficient at the enhancement
layer, the ARFGS reference coefficient is constructed from both the co-located coefficient at
the base layer and the predicted coefficient at the
enhancement layer from the previous frame.
Depending on whether the co-located residue at
the base layer is zero or not, the ARFGS reference coefficient is set as a weighted average of
the two sources. After generating the ARFGS
reference coefficients, they are inversely transformed back to spatial domain to obtain the
ARFGS reference block. If all the co-located
residues in the base layer are zeros, the deriva-
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tion of ARFGS reference block is simplified to
the weighted average of the two sources in the
spatial domain, and the transform domain prediction process is skipped. In addition, the multiloop prediction in SRFGS is also implemented in
SVC. A single enhancement layer loop decoding
method can be used to reduce complexity with
some degradation of the coding efficiency
improvement of multiloop prediction.

SPATIAL SCALABILITY
Similar to the MPEG-2/4 approach, spatial scalability is achieved by decomposing the original
video into a spatial pyramid. As shown in Fig. 2,
each spatial layer is encoded independently while
the motion and temporal prediction are derived
from the reference pictures at the same layer. To
remove the redundancy among layers, in MPEG2/4 the interlayer prediction comes from only the
reconstructed picture of the most recent layer.
However, in SVC such texture prediction can
come from any lower layers. Furthermore, in
SVC the motion and residue information of the
lower layers are reused. In the following sections,
we first describe the flexible interlayer prediction
structures in SVC, followed by the three interlayer prediction techniques: intra texture, motion,
and residue prediction.

INTERLAYER PREDICTION STRUCTURE
Interlayer prediction is dependent on the types
of layers used. The spatial and CGS layers can
flexibly select the reference layer from any lower
layers while the FGS layer must be predicted
from the previous SNR layer at the same resolution.
As demonstrated by an example in Fig. 4, the
three columns represent three spatial resolutions: QCIF, CIF, and 4CIF. Each spatial resolution contains several SNR layers. In the first
QCIF column, the QCIF_L0 is the lowest layer
that is compatible with H.264/AVC. On top of
the QCIF_L0, QCIF_L1 and QCIF_L2 are
encoded as CGS layers, which are predicted
from QCIF_L0 and QCIF_L1, respectively. In
the second CIF column, CIF_L0 is the base
layer of the second spatial layer. With flexible
selection of the reference layer, CIF_L0 can
refer to QCIF_L1 instead of QCIF_L2, while
CIF_L1 can refer to QCIF_L2 instead of
CIF_L0. In this example, CIF_L1 is decodable
even when CIF_L0 is corrupted. The rule for the
FGS layer is different for CGS and spatial layer.
The FGS layer can only refer to previous SNR
layer with the same resolution. With the configuration shown in Fig. 4, the decoding of certain
layer may not need all the layers at lower resolution. For instance, the QCIF_L2 is not necessary
for decoding CIF_L0. Similarly, CIF_L0 is not
necessary for decoding CIF_L1. Such flexibility
enables rate-distortion performance optimization
or error resilience.

INTRA TEXTURE PREDICTION
Intratexture prediction comes from a reconstructed block in the reference layer. Motion
compensation is necessary when such a block is
either an inter block or an intra block predicted
from its neighboring inter blocks. When multiple
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■ Figure 4. Configuration of interlayer prediction
spatial layers are coded, such a process may be
invoked multiple times leading to significant
complexity.
To reduce the complexity, constrained interlayer prediction is used to allow only intra texture prediction from an intra block at the
reference layer. Moreover, the referred intra
block can only be predicted from another intra
block (i.e., the reference layer reuse of “constrained intra prediction” in H.264/AVC). In this
way, the motion compensation is invoked only at
the highest layer. Such a constraint is also
referred to as “single loop decoding.”

MOTION PREDICTION
Motion prediction is used to remove the redundancy of motion information, including macroblock partition, reference picture index, and
motion vector, among layers. In addition to the
macroblock modes available in H.264/AVC, SVC
creates an additional mode, namely, the baselayer mode, for the interlayer motion prediction.
The base-layer mode reuses the motion information of the reference layer without spending extra
bits. If this mode is not selected, independent
motion is encoded. Note that the motion vectors
and macroblock partition of the reference layer
may be interpolated before the prediction.

RESIDUE PREDICTION
Residue prediction is used to reduce the energy
of residues after temporal prediction. A similar
idea was proposed in PFGS [8], where the DCT
coefficients of the enhancement layer are predicted from those of the base layer. In SVC, the
residue prediction is performed in the spatial
domain. Due to the interlayer motion prediction,
consecutive spatial layers may have similar
motion information. Thus, the residues of consecutive layers may exhibit strong correlations.
However, it is also possible that consecutive layers have independent motion and thus residues
of two consecutive layers become uncorrelated.
Therefore, the residue prediction in SVC is done
adaptively at macroblock level.
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INTERLACED CODING
While the SVC has considered progressive format so far, the interlaced coding tools are necessary when applying the scalability among several
common video formats. In interlaced coding, the
main issue is interlayer prediction, since two successive layers may be coded by different modes.
Some proposals utilize a “two-step” approach:
one step deals with the interlayer prediction
between different modes (frame or field), but
with the same resolution; another step handles
the interlayer prediction between different resolutions, but with the same mode. The first step is
applied on the base layer to generate a “virtual
layer” while the second step is applied further
on the “virtual layer” to produce the final interlayer prediction.

signal the
importance of
each unit.

BITSTREAM EXTRACTION AND
ADAPTATION
The SVC bitstream contains a set of predefined
spatio-temporal and quality resolutions. An
extractor can be used to extract the bitstream for
the prescribed resolution. There are two extraction methods, namely, simple truncation and
quality layers extraction.

SIMPLE TRUNCATION
For simple truncation [3], the extractor determines all the reference layers required for decoding the base layer of the requested
spatio-temporal resolutions. Because of the
sequential encoding process, the lower layers
have higher priority in the extraction process.
The higher layer is excluded first if the requested bit rate only allows partial layers to be transmitted. If more bandwidth is available, the SNR
layers of the requested spatio-temporal resolutions are then transmitted. If CGS is used for
SNR scalability, the bitstream needs to be truncated at the layer boundary. If FGS is used,
every picture is equally truncated according to
the target bit rate.

QUALITY LAYER ADAPTATION
The concept of the quality layer is to add side
information in the NAL units that encapsulates
FGS layers so as to provide better bitstream
adaptation. The quality layer id is sent as side
information with each NAL unit to signal the
importance of each unit. The extractor can drop
a packet according to the quality layer id, that is,
the packet of least importance will be dropped
first.
Bitstream extraction, similar to the simple
truncation method, keeps the required reference
layers from the lower layers to the higher layers
until the base layer of the requested spatio-temporal resolution is reached. At the requested
spatio-temporal resolution, the extractor firstly
computes the bit rate of each quality layer and
then removes the NAL units according to the
quality layer id. If the target bit rate cannot
cover all the NAL units of a quality layer, all the
NAL units with this quality layer id will be equally truncated. From the simulation results, the
concept of quality layer provides up to 0.5dB
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PSNR improvement vs. simple truncation. An
bitstream extraction technique for FGS is
described in [4].

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
BETWEEN H.264/AVC AND SVC
Here we compare the coding efficiency of
H.264/AVC and SVC. For the simulation, we
encode the sequence Crew using the H.264/AVC
reference software, JM (Joint Model), with version 10.1, and the SVC reference software,
JSVM (Joint Scalable Video Model), with the
tag JSVM_6_8_1. Both H.264/AVC and SVC
have the same GOP size of 32 and all the key
pictures are intra coded. Without any particular
statements, the other configurations are identical
to those in [5].
We firstly demonstrate the limitation of
H.264/AVC while being sent through network
with fluctuated bandwidth. We then demonstrate
the loss of coding efficiency due to scalability.
The comparison contains three parts: SVC with
spatial scalability only, SVC with SNR scalability
only, and SVC with combined scalability (i.e.,
simultaneously enable spatial, temporal, and
SNR scalability). Temporal scalability is not
compared separately because it is already supported in H.264/AVC by the hierarchical-B
structure.

SVC WITH COMBINED SCALABILITY VS.
AVC WITH PICTURE SKIPPING
In this experiment, the limitation of H.264/AVC
is demonstrated for transmission over networks
with fluctuated bandwidth. There are three
H.264/AVC bitstreams for the three resolutions: 4CIF, CIF, and QCIF. The frame rate
and GOP structure are the same as those mentioned below. When bandwidth is reduced, bit
rate adaptation of H.264/AVC is achieved with
skipped frames. To compute the PSNR, the
skipped picture is concealed with the temporal
direct mode in H.264/AVC. The performance is
compared against the SVC with combined scalability described below. As shown in Fig. 5a,
when half of the pictures are skipped for
H.264/AVC, the PSNR is worse than SVC by
1.5 to 2.0 dB. When more pictures are skipped,
the performance becomes even worse. It
demonstrates that SVC outperforms
H.264/AVC for transmission over networks
with fluctuated bandwidth.

SVC WITH SPATIAL SCALABILITY ONLY
In this comparison, the bitstream contains
three spatial layers: QCIF, CIF, and 4 CIF.
The SNR scalability is disabled and the distortion of each bit rate is generated by multiple
encoding all at 60 frames/s. As shown in Fig.
5b, the QCIF layer, which is H.264/AVC compatible, has identical performance as the
H.264/AVC. At the CIF layer, there is 0.5 dB
loss compared with H.264/AVC. At the 4 CIF
layer, the loss is up to 1.0 dB at low bit rate
and around 0.3 dB at high bit rate. As expected, scalability is gained at minor loss of coding
efficiency.
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■ Figure 5. Performance comparison betweeen H.264/AVC and SVC: a) SVC with combined scalability vs. AVC with picture skipping;
b) SVC with spatial scalability only; c) SVC with SNR scalability only; d) SVC with combined scalability..

SVC WITH SNR SCALABILITY ONLY

CONCLUSIONS

In this comparison, the bitstream supports SNR
scalabilities with FGS. Both the simple extraction and the quality layer methods are tested.
The performance of motion refinement is also
tested. Note that quality layer has some problems in the JSVM_6_8_1 so the results at high
bit rate are not shown. The 4CIF is encoded at
60 frames/s. As shown in Fig. 5c, the SVC with
motion refinement offers 0.6 dB improvement at
high bit rate. Furthermore, quality layer truncation has 0.3 dB improvement compared with the
simple extraction. However, as compared to
H.264/AVC, SVC still has up to 1.2 dB PSNR
loss.

As an amendment of H.264/AVC, SVC provides
an H.264/AVC compatible base layer and a fully
scalable enhancement layer that supports spatial,
temporal, and SNR scalability. For spatial scalability, the pyramid structure is used with
improved interlayer prediction. For temporal
scalability, the hierarchical-B structure is adopted and may improve the coding efficiency. For
SNR scalability, both CGS and FGS are supported with successive quantization. To assist the bitstream adaptation process, priority information
can be embedded in the NAL units. As expected, scalability is gained with loss of coding efficiency. As compared to H.264/AVC, SVC has
0.3 to 1.2 dB PSNR loss. Thus, coding efficiency
is still an issue for SVC.

SVC WITH COMBINED SCALABILITY
In this comparison, the bitstream supports spatial, temporal, and SNR scalabilities. For the
SNR scalability, we use FGS with motion refinement and quality layer truncation. Both the
H.264/AVC and SVC is encoded with 60
frames/s at 4 CIF, 30 frames/s at CIF, and 15
frames/s at QCIF. The GOP size is 32/16/8 for
4CIF/CIF/QCIF, respectively. As shown in Fig.
5d, SVC has PSNR loss from 0.5 dB to 0.9 dB,
as compared to H.264/AVC.
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